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What’s the problem?
A distributed ledger is constrained by a 

number of limited network resources such

as bandwidth, computational power and 

disk space. We require an algorithm for:

• congestion control: the incoming traffic 

load may be larger than what the 

network can handle. If  nothing is done to 

restrict the influx of traffic, bottlenecks 

may slow down and partition the Tangle.

• spam detection: in the Tangle, 

information are disseminate through 

gossip protocols. These protocols alone 

are unable to prevent spam attacks.

We propose a novel adaptive rate control 

algorithm to deal with the above 

requirements such that the Tangle achieves 

a certain degree of fairness, i.e., any node 

(even with low hashing power) has a non-

negligible probability to have its 

transactions approved.

The algorithm is based on the following 

three key ideas:

I. Issuing a transaction requires some 

computational (i.e., Proof-of-Work).

II. A node with higher reputation can issue 

transactions by solving a Proof-of-Work 

with lower difficulty.

III. The difficulty to issue multiple 

transactions in a short time interval 

progressively increases.

To sum up, to issue a transaction, node 𝑖

must solve a Proof-of-Work with difficulty

𝑑0 basic difficulty

𝑠𝑖 node reputation (called mana)

𝑛𝑖 number of transactions issued in the last 𝑇
time units

𝑤 weight function

To prevent spam attacks, we add a bound 

on the total number of transactions issued 

by every user, which depends on her mana.

The Tangle
The Tangle is a data structure for 

storing transactions developed by IOTA. 

In the Tangle, nodes can issue

transactions after having verified the 

correctness of two other transactions. 

This mechanism generates a directed

acyclic graph where vertices represent

transactions, and edges represent the 

approval relation.

A sample of the Tangle structure is on 

the right: transactions in white are 

already approved while the ones in grey, 

called tips, are not yet.

Adaptive Rate Control
We propose an adaptive algorithm to 

allow every node to issue transactions 

while penalizing spamming actions.

Input: incoming transaction tx, time window 

T, basic difficulty d0, known transactions X, 

spam control spam, weight function w

Output: forward or ignore txt

t0 ← time(tx)

id, dif ← nodeId(tx), difficulty(tx)

s ← mana(id)

P ← t’ ∈ X such that nodeId(t’)=id

and time(t’) ∈(t0-T, t0]
if |P| ≤ spam(s) then

if dif ≥ d0 + w(s, |P|)then
return forward tx

return discard tx

A device with limited hashing power is

allowed to issue transactions which will

be confirmed with good probability.

If the device wants to issue more 

transaction, then it should increase the 

difficulty of the Proof-of-Work to solve.

However, as the node’s reputation

increases, it becomes easier to issue

transactions more often.
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